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Abstract: This article explores the geo-spatial identity of the Armenian community in São Paulo.  
Beginning with a foundation in prominent theories of ethnic communities, it then presents the political 
contexts and historical diversity of both Brazil and the city.  The article then discusses the history of 
Armenian immigration to São Paulo which sets the context for the field research.  After presenting the 
research and results, conclusions are given for this and other ethnic districts, including those regarding 
the use of collective memory and the continued presence of important community organizations in 
preserving neighborhood identity 
 

São Paulo is known as one of the most diverse cities in the world. For example, in this city one can find 
some of the largest Japanese, Italian, and Lebanese communities outside of their respective countries. 
Historically, these groups arrived in waves and created their population centers and concentrations. 
However, like many cultural phenomena, these centers also changed. In Bela Vista there are still the best 
Italian restaurants in the city, but it is not just an Italian neighborhood now. The same can be said of 
Liberdade and its population concentrations, which are no longer just Japanese. São Paulo is not only 
limited to those groups. Thus, this research will explore a specific area of the city that has already gone 
through these changes various times. 
 
 Just as the Metro Blue Line passes through the Armenia Station on its trajectory north of the city center, 
this area that historically concentrated populations of its namesake group is marked by the temporal 
circulation of Armenian-Brazilians and numerous other populations. While it may have once been a 



 

population center for this group, today, in the area nearby there are some of the newer immigrant 
populations of the city. In Pari, Plaza Kantuta is a Bolivian cultural center complete with a weekly market 
and Bolivian Carnival celebrations. While it is clear that many of these areas are undergoing multiple 
changes, this research focuses specifically on the Armenian community of this area (in Bom Retiro) of São 
Paulo, how this ethnic neighborhood evolved, and its current form today.   
 
This exploration of these neighborhoods begins with a discussion of what community identity is in order to 
form the basis of the research. Academic sources and documents from the United States and Brazil are used, 
with a special focus on this concept historically in Brazil. Following this, it looks at the idea through the 
history of the city of São Paulo and its ethnic neighborhoods including Bom Retiro. Next, the research seeks 
to explain the reasons and the formation of this migration to São Paulo. The paper then directly investigates 
the neighborhood of focus. To do this, surveys and visits were made in the areas along with interviews and 
observations of some community organizations. This part serves to shape the concept of real identity today, 
as well as developing historical concepts of its formation from the current members of the community. 
Finally, the research closes with some general conclusions of the concept of community identity as seen by 
the selected neighborhood as well as findings for these types of districts generally.  
  

First, it is necessary to begin with a discussion of the concept and trends of ethnic neighborhoods. This 
section is not intended to be an exhaustive exploration, but instead merely an overview of current issues in 
this area.  For the purposes of this article, identity is defined in a cultural sense—focusing on the roles of 
place and belonging in linguistic, historical, ethnic, and religious terms—and an ethnic community is 
considered to generally be a concentrated group of individuals with some combination of a common origin, 
language, culture, customs,  religion and/or ancestry.  In examining those communities, Jimy Sanders 
highlighted the importance of social capital. Specifically, he looked at the power of economies, education, 
and marriage in this context. He said, in reference to economies, that:  
 
Social networks that provide scarce resources to a wide spectrum of the ethnic community are highly useful 
to in-group members. To the extent valuable resources are generated within the group, relatively closed 
ethnic boundaries can protect these resources by pre-serving their use for in-group members. But when 
ethnic networks‘ resources, such as access to jobs, from outside the community, ethnic boundaries become 
more porous because important spheres of life, such as work, necessitate greater involvement with 
outsiders [2002:348].  Because of this, when borders are more open it is more difficult for these borders to 

protect identity (Sanders 2002:348).6 According to his findings, the other major influences in community 
identity and preservation are the retention of the native language of parents and marriages outside of the 
ethnic group.  Both have affected the preservation of ethnic identity groups (especially in the United States, 
where he conducted his research).  In conclusion, he said that:  

Relatively intense feelings of ethnic identity and serious involvement in the ethnic community are 
most unlikely to obtain when ethnic networks have the capacity to supply social goods that are 
otherwise in short supply. Under such conditions, ethnic boundaries are unlikely to be maintained 
because they protect valuable forms of Association. By contrast, weaker and more symbolic forms 
of ethnic identity and community involvement are unlikely to result when ethnic networks fail to 
supply scarce social goods. Ultimately, the degree of ethnic-boundary closure and the extent to 

                                                      
6
 Originally in Nee v, Sanders JM, Sernau s. 1994.Job transitions in an immigrant metropolis: ethnic boundaries and the mixed 
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which intense ethnic identity persists in plural societies rest on the capacity of ethnic networks to 
provide valuable resources that benefit the cross section of the ethnic community [2002:350]. 

 
In another article, focused on migration outside of ethnic communities in Rhode Island, United States, 
Francis Korbin and Alden Speare, Jr. arrived at further conclusions related to this phenomenon. They found 
that communities have difficulties with member retention of those with high levels of education (Korbin and 
Speare, Jr. 1983:441). More important in their results, however, were economic networks, kinship, and 
religious institutions (Korbin and Speare, Jr. 1983:441). They concluded that the vitality of communities is 
based in ―the provision of stronger work environments, and community and family organizations‖ (Korbin 
and Speare, Jr. 1983:441).  
 
Kathleen Neils Conzen investigated historic issues of ethnic neighborhoods in the United States. She said 
that collective identity was dependent on the formation of residential concentrations to ―stimulate and 
facilitate organizational structure proliferation that visually structured an ethnic community‖ (Conzen 
1979:612). Also, ethnic communities have helped in their own demise with upward mobilization of their 
members (Conzen 1979:612).  At the same time, these communities can be a ―crystallization‖ of a central 
place to promote cultural identity (Conzen 1979:613). The author concluded, thus, that ethnicity is 
―originally dependent on community concentration, but continuity is not dependent upon the survival of 
the neighborhood‖ (Conzen 1979:613).  To be possible, the neighborhood has to be a ―cultural reference 
point and source of ethnic community services‖ (Conzen 1979:614).   
 
Finally, Mohammed Elhajji looked on the concept of collective memory and ethnic spatiality. In this work, 
he discovered that ethnic areas are not limited to a place specifically marked as ethnic in common terms.  
He said that the space can ―be reduced to a residential neighborhood, a club, a temple or even a small plaza 
where ethnicity in its most compact forms lives, such as music or language‖ (Elhajji 2002:186). He 
concluded that, instead of having fixed rules, ―the elaboration of space generally seems to be the found in 
the most practical solution and more adaptable to all situations, because of their high adaptability‖ even up 
to the point where it can ―fit in the cabin of your vehicle for truck drivers or within the armoire of recruits 
in the barracks‖ (Elhajji 2002:186). Now that some commonalities of ethnic communities have been 
discussed, this article now moves to see their general formations in the city of São Paulo. 
 

Before entering into the sections that look at the specificities of the neighborhood of Armenia and the 
Armenians, this article will provide a brief history of the geographical formation of São Paulo and the ethnic 
colonies of the city. The city of São Paulo was founded by the Jesuits in 1554, but only began to grow and 
achieve the importance of its location (in the interior of the state of the same name) from the growth of 
coffee plantations in the region. This occurred at the end of the 19th century, through the European 
immigration (mainly from Italy) to replace manual labor following the abolition of slavery in 1888 (Godfrey 
1999:109). Profits were invested in the development of industry and buildings which were strengthened by 
the import substitution policies by President Vargas in 1930s (Godfrey 1999:109).  This process, later aided 
by the programs of the Plano de Metas implemented by President Kubichek in 1950s, occurred quickly, as 
Preston E. James noted in 1933: 

Sao Paulo for three centuries and a half was a typical Brazilian town without much to distinguish it 
from many others. Then came coffee, European immigrants, immigrants from other parts of Brazil 



 

seeking the new El Dorado, and finally a huge industrial structure raised behind the bulwarks of the 

high tariff  [Godfrey 1999:109].7 
 
The city came to have a population of one million in 1928 and had the layout of an ―industrial-commercial 
metropolis, characterized by completely homogenous districts that were arranged concentrically around a 

compact commercial core‖ (Godfrey 1999:109). 8 In 1929, the future-Mayor Prestes Maya created the 
Plano das Avenidas which helped in the development of the Center through new transport lines, demolition 
and reconstruction (Godfrey 1999:110).  In the periphery, this new transport helped in land and building 
speculation. This growth also influenced the establishment of districts classified by type and social class. 
James said in his work: 
 
Poor residences fill in around the factories near the center of town or form isolated districts near the 
outlying plants. Congested slums analogous to the favelas of Rio de Janeiro occupy some of the narrow 

bottoms of the valleys heading back into the main ridge [Godfrey 1999:110].9 
This period also saw the emergence of the working class districts in precarious and degraded central areas, 
such as Bexiga and Liberdade, and near industrial locales in basins and railway corridors such as Ipiranga, 
Mooca, Brás, Lapa, and Vila Madelena (Godfrey 1999:110). Areas that concentrated with more resources 
were predominant in the southwest of the city, and moved into the neighboring areas of Avenida Paulista 
after construction along the avenue (Godfrey 1999:110). Since those years, the city's expansion continued 
in the same way increasingly pushing the periphery and their populations towards the Serras.  
 
One of those historic ethnic neighborhoods is Bom Retiro, comprising today four square kilometers of 
primarily clothing shops today. First formed in the 1820s named such because it historically had small farms 
in the area, the change that permanently transformed its identity came with the opening of Estação da Luz 
when it, in1867, became the door to the city through which all immigrants that first arrived at the port of 
Santos passed (Soares 2007). The first group here was the Italians who began to form the industrial identity 

in this neighborhood and whose immigration peaked in the period between 1870 and 1949 (Soares 2007).10 
The groups that transformed the neighborhood into the center of clothing and apparel were the Jewish and 
Greeks. When the Jewish arrived at the beginning of the 20th century, the area was residential, but they 

founded industries which are still present today.11 The stream of Greeks increased significantly because of 

the Greek civil war between 1946 and 1949 but its population has since dwindled (Soares 2007).12  Today, 
the groups most identified with the neighborhood are the Koreans and, in turn, Bolivians.  After the first 

arrival of Koreans in 1963 revitalization of the area soon followed:13 
 

                                                      
7 Originally from page 292 in James, p. e. 1933. Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo. Geographical review.2 3 (2): 271-298. 
8 Originally from page 294 in James, p. e. 1933. Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo. Geographical review.2 3 (2): 271-298. 
9 Originally from page 295 in James, p. e. 1933. Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo. Geographical review.2 3 (2): 271-298. 
10 During that period, the population grew to more than 950,000 people. But But population is the community‘s current 
population is small, ―only 5% of 1200 shops of Bom Retiro are owned by its members‖ (Soares 2007). 
11 Currently, only 20% of the stores are owned by the Jewish community but they are estimated to be owners of 40% of existing 
commercial fronts‖ (Soares 2007). 
12 The population reached some 15,000 in the State of São Paulo in the 1960s with more than 100 families in the 1960s in Bom 
Retiro, but today only twenty have commercial businesses in the neighborhood and ―the majority of those that remain here spend 
at least half of the year in their country of origin‖ (Soares 2007).  
13 The first ship that brought emigrants from Korea to São Paulo arrived in 1963, with 103 passengers on board. Since then, the 
population has grown to more than 50,000 people in São Paulo (Soares 2007).  



 

When the Koreans began to invest in the neighborhood, many of the shops were empty. They changed the 
face of the place, investing in architectural designs that would not be out of place in elite addresses. Today, 
the approximately 2,000 commercial buildings are so desired that, according to real estate agents in the 
region, one square meter is now costing 25,000 reais. And more than 70% of the space is occupied by 

Koreans [2007]. However, in many cases, working for them are Bolivians (and often illegally).14  This, 
combined with not speaking Portuguese, has resulted in their exploitation by business owners through work 
in exchange for lodging, food, and low payment (Soares 2007).  
 
A middle and lower-middle class part of this neighborhood is known as ―Armenia.‖ Bordering the Zona 
Norte of the city, it is limited by Avenidas Santos Dumont and do Estado along with the rivers Tamanduateí 
and Tietê. In the 1970s the neighborhood of Armenia was one of the most luxurious of São Paulo (Bertsi 

and Batista 2005).15 But in the discussion of the problems and decline of the neighborhood, Leonardo Bertsi 
and João Batista asserted that the feeling is that the neighborhood stopped in time, not accompanying the 

urban developments that occurred in three recent decades in the city of São Paulo.‖16  The authors also note 
that the question of ―place‖ in the area is endemic. Because of its location bordering the Tietê that divides 
the Center and the North, there is no movement of persons through the neighborhood and ―many people 
use its streets as a means of access to somewhere, but almost never as destination‖ (Bertsi and Batista 2005). 
Finally, they note the issue of jobs. Unemployment is high and ―informal work, with homeless persons and 
peddlers, takes up almost all streets surrounding the Armenia Metro station.‖ And the commerce that is 
present ―serves only people living in their vicinity, lacks a specialty, employment offerings, and a large 
amount of money in circulation‖ (Bertsi and Batista 2005).  
 
Specifically discussing the Armenians, they chose this area for many reasons. Principally, however, for ―the 
fact of having consumers for products which they came to produce such as cheese and qualhadas made 
within their homes for sale in the region of Rua 25 de março‖ and later the manufacture of footwear and 
shoes (Bertsi and Batista 2005).  In the years following, as is common in many immigrant ethnic colonies, 
many people from new generations have moved from there with income growth. The principal 
neighborhoods of this movement include Pinheiros, Jardins and Santana, which subsequently gained 
prominence in apparel and jewelry (Bertsi and Batista 2005). Despite this, connections with the 
neighborhood still continue. This is because Armenian churches– the Catholic, Apostolic, and Evangelical – 
are located in the area, ―although the numbers of worshippers who attend are increasingly diminishing‖ 
(Bertsi and Batista 2005).  
  

This section aims to present a brief historical context in Brazil when Armenians first arrived in the 1920s 
and 1930s. First, it is important to discuss the debates surrounding turco identity (and the use of this 
sometimes contextually pejorative word) which are common even today in the country. Using an article 
from O Estado de São Paulo, Jefferey Lesser identified this concept as it was predominant in those years. 

                                                      
14 According to the Consulate of Bolivia, there are approximately 34 000 Bolivians living legally in the State of São Paulo. And, at 
least twice as many illegal immigrants (Soares 2007). 
15 From an interview with Hoanes Koutoudjian, priest in the Armenian Apostolic Church completed by authors. 
16 Presenting the description directly, ―Unmaintained and abandoned squares. Abandoned, dirty and poorly lit streets. Little 
commerce, only a few bars, workshops and warehouses with few customers. Many warehouses and casarões with ―for rent signs‖. 
Sidewalks populated by many men, women, children and dogs. The neighborhood has no theaters, museums, theatres, parks, 
shopping centers, police stations, schools or public hospitals. A shortage in public and social resources causes the population to 
have to go to the neighboring districts, such as Pari, Luz, Braz and Bom Retiro for those services.‖ 



 

Guilherme de Almeida (in the article) asked ―what is the recipe for a Turk?‖ Responding, ―Like Rua 25 de 
março, a Syrian, an Arab, an Armenian, a Persian, an Egyptian, a Kurd ...he is not white, but what he is is 

open to debate‖ (Lesser 1996: 58). 17 But the Government, like the Armenians saw the Group as racially 
different.  Arabs have tried to change the use of the name turco in reference to them, Armenians have tried 
(with more success) to change the use ―because of an extreme unhappiness to be seen as this identity‖ (Klich 
and Lesser 1996:3). Authors have credited this dislike in the historic religious oppression by the Ottomans 
and in the stories of the Turkish genocide of the Armenians (Klich and Lesser 1996:3-4). 
 
In that period, the Government also said that Armenians, Arabs, and Egyptians were ―producers‖ and 
Turkish, Jews, and Syrians ―lived of off the first group‖ (Lesser 1996:59). This position promoted the 
Government to prohibit immigration of Armenians because they were ―producers of opium and would 

provide a temptation to the Japanese‖ (Lesser 1996:59).18 These ideas, combined with changes in 
perceptions of national identity with the objective to create an ideal country (with links to social Darwinism 
and other ethnic theories of day) caused a great revision in national policies under Vargas (Lesser 1994:37-
38). In fact, his Government ―publicly granted visas to Middle East Syrian Catholics and non-Syrian Catholic 
Europeans and later reversed those decisions‖ (Lesser 1994:37).  This confusing history created a conflicting 
policy and complicated situation, where immigration policy tumultuously changed its positions on a number 
of groups over a short period of time.  After providing that historical context in the policies that formed the 
environment of Armenian immigration, it is possible to now focus specifically on the Armenian community 
of São Paulo. 
 

According to the Government of the Republic of Armenia, ―there are approximately 40 thousand 
Armenians and Armenian-descendants throughout Brazil, and more than 80% of this population lives in São 
Paulo‖ (de Lima). Ludmilla de Limaalso notes that ―unlike other communities such as the Italians and 
Germans, the descendants of Armenians in Brazil do not possess large centers that aim to preserve their 
identity‖ (de Lima). Originally, they arrived in Brazil in two phases. The first was at the end of the 19th 
century and brought immigrants who worked in the textile industry, but there are not many documents on 
this group (Grün 1992:19). The second, and largest, was during the 1920s in the escape of the massacres of 
genocide. They settled in the areas near the municipal market (the streets Pajé and Santo André) and in 
Santana and Imirim in the Zona Norte, along with a smaller group in Presidente Altino in Osasco (Grün 
1992:19). The main economic sectors of involvement were footwear and dairy products (Grün 1992:20). 
Years later, they formed a specialization in the shoe industry. In fact, ―Rua São Caetano – the current ‗Rua 
das Noivas‘ (Street of the Brides) – was, during most of the century ‗Rua das sapatarias’ (Street of the Shoe 
Stores)‖ where ―a core of Armenian merchants focused in this sector were concentrated‖ (Grün 1992:20). 
Although there is not that concentration today, the area still has the concentration of churches and 
community organizations. 
 
Roberto Grün completed the only research directly on the Armenians of São Paulo. He discusses the 
concept that they formed an individual identity through collective memory (an identity distinct from that of 

                                                      
17 Originally from William de Almeida. Cosmópolis: O Oriente Mais Próximo. O Estado de São Paulo, 19 May 1929, 6. Was 
published in the book Cosmópolis: São Paulo/29 (São Paulo: Companhia Editora Nacional, 1962). 
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Originally from a confidential unsigned memo, Alexandria Consular section to Octavio Mangabeira, Minister of external 
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and trade for Joaquim Eulalius, Director of Economic and commercial Services, Directors General of the Stand, 9 June 1930. 
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the turco). Specifically, by specialization in the shoe industry and the lack of a recognized homeland, the 
Group has created a social legitimacy vis-à-vis the Brazilian society in general.  Also, Grün proposes that 
religious, cultural, and economic activities at the same time reinforced the concept of an ethnic community 
and weakened traditional connections between members of the community and ecclesiastical authorities 
that had a ―near-monopoly‖ in power in the community. He concluded that in this sense the Armenians 
reflect a typical example of immigrant groups where deep generational divisions become are a central 
feature of ethnic identity, often aggravated when members born in Brazil receive university educations 
(Grün 1994:91-95). 

With a basis in the information presented above, this article will now examine the spatiality of the 
Armenian community in São Paulo. It is important, however, to first note the context for this research.  As 
part of the author‘s recent 15 month experience studying and working in Brazil, he was enrolled in, among 
other classes, one focusing on contemporary Brazil and identity.  For the final project, the students were 
required to investigate ―identity‖ in São Paulo through field research.  Residing in Los Angeles in the United 
States and knowing about its large Armenian population and its history, he had become intrigued by his 
numerous trips through the Armenia Station in São Paulo.   This additional and unknown layer in the 
diversity of the global city of São Paulo, coupled with the author‘s interest in urban sociology from a 
planning perspective (as he is an urban planning student), developed into a very suiting topic for the 
research.  It is also worth noting here that this article is a translation from the original written in 
Portuguese. 
 
Specifically, through field research conducted in the community, the research attempts to construct the 
concept of an Armenian ethnic neighborhood. To do this, visits were made and interviews were carried 
out, primarily in the Bom Retiro and Armenia neighborhoods of São Paulo, over the course of several days. 
The author spoke with people on the streets and shops in the neighborhood. The purpose of this phase of 
research was to explore the perspective of non-Armenians that work and live in the same community. The 
formation of identity is not only formed from a personal vision, but also from the vision of others. This 
perspective is especially important in the investigation of a geographical colony and of one with a diversity 
of ethnic groups. Thus, the conversations were first held with employees in a bridal shop on Rua das Noivas 
(an area which had formerly Armenian shops), and Restaurant Effendi with three employees. The restaurant 
was chosen because it was founded by a descendant of Armenians (Armando Deyrmendjian) in 1973. In 
addition to this restaurant, the author interviewed people in a coffee shop in the same block as the 
Armenian Apostolic Church and residents in front of their building in that same block on Avenida 
Tiradentes.  
 
After understanding the perspective of many general community members, research moved to people more 
involved in the area. Conversations were held with two military police officers in front of their building on 
Avenida Tiradentes and with an employee at the Housing Secretariat of the city of São Paulo who resides in 
area and has worked with projects in the neighborhood. Finally, within the colony, the Bishop to Latin 
America of the Armenian Catholic Church was chosen, along with officials at the Armenian Apostolic 

Church‘s school.19 In the following section, the information obtained in the interviews is presented. 
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 In the case of the Bishop, the author not only obtained information, but also helped in the accumulation of material about the 
Armenian colony of São Paulo through the provision of sources used in this research. 



 

To begin, the descriptions found in the literature on the neighborhood‘s history were confirmed in travel 
through the neighborhood and in the interviews with those in the area. Also, the interviews and 
conversations revealed compelling results from both the Armenian community and general community 
perspectives. Responses from all persons within the generic community were more or less the same. All 
spoke more about the neighborhood in general terms than specifically of the Armenians. In many cases, the 
conversation moved towards discussions on the diversity of ethnic groups located in the area. This included 
discussions of changes in ownership of shops and employment of Bolivians in the neighborhood. When the 
conversation was directed towards the role of Armenians in the area, responses were very limited; 
individuals noted that there is an Armenian presence in the neighborhood, but that they live separately. 
Workers in the Restaurante Effendi directed research to the churches to find more information and said that 
the Armenians do not have a strong presence today in the neighborhood. Similar answers were given in the 
conversation with the city employee. 
 
As expected, the research phase with members of the actual colony produced more information. At the 
Apostolic Church‘s school, data was received on student enrolment. Currently, there are 105 students, and 
of that number 70% are from the area and 80% are descendants of Armenians. Only three families 
commute to the school from outside the area. Classes only have ten students per room, but (according to 
one of the employees who had studied there) formerly had 20. It is interesting to note also that one of the 
officials in the interview does not have Armenian relatives and subsequently only knows basic information 
about the community and its history.  
 
The conversation with the Bishop provided more information. He spoke about the history of the 
community and relations between the churches. Using the distinction between the concept of ―community‖ 
and ―collectivity‖ (where the community is the Church specifically and collectivity is the colony in full), he 
explained that there are events where everyone gathers and participates (that is, all churches). With 
approximately 20% of the total population, the Congregation of this church is principally in industry and 
professional sectors and comes from Santana and neighborhoods in the South zone.    Historically, there was 
also a linked school, but it closed due to low interest.  In reference to the neighborhood, he said that it 
never (in recent history) had a population of Armenians and only recently (27 years ago) the names of the 
station (formerly Ponte Pequena) and square (Praça Arrone) were changed to now carry the name 
―Armenia.‖ Finally, he said that the Church has community activities throughout the week as well as food 
service provision in city plazas to needy groups. 
 

The Armenians in São Paulo are not a colony without identity. In reality, as Grün proved, they are a group 
with a complex and established community. However, there are some peculiarities. This group has gone 
through many of the common changes of every ethnic colony. As the literature proves above, this is most 
noted in the migration away from the geographical area by new generations. Also, as noted in the literature, 
this does not prevent the preservation of identity when there are strong organizations--like churches in this 
case – and collective memory and capital that helped in the formation and fortification of the community in 
the past. Accordingly, efforts such as the renaming of the station and plaza were attempts not only to 
commemorate the population, but also to cement examples of collective memory in the neighborhood. But 
all this still leaves some issues, especially in reference to that geographical district that carries the name 
―Armenia.‖ 
 
As demonstrated in the field research, the colony only has a small presence in the neighborhood through 
community organizations and is not seen much by others who live or work in the nearby area. The Bishop 



 

said that this functions today because they are located in a central place within the city for the large 
population centers and what the neighborhood does have plays an important role in the preservation of 
identity.  The area presently existing as a ―shell‖ of an ethnic neighborhood is the resultant effect of the 
interaction of a number of not uncommon phenomena to ethnic communities, along with a few very 
specific circumstances to this geography.  A generational diminution of large populations, due to normal 
dynamics of these types of neighborhoods, combined with the physical degradation of the neighborhood has 
left it without a substantial population presence. Complicating this is the fact that Bom Retiro has itself a 
―generic immigrant neighborhood identity.‖  That is, the area has always been a neighborhood of 
immigrants, because of Estação da Luz, and had many groups with whom the neighborhood was identified 
(albeit each one for just a specific period of time). Thus, it is not a neighborhood without ethnic identity, 
but it is a bit empty or incomplete in common terms used to define ethnic neighborhoods—specifically the 
concentration of a populous, which has been exacerbated in this case by intermarriages and a lack of 
linguistic preservation, among others defined by the literature cited above. 
 
This neighborhood could be a unique example in that it is a neighborhood that maintains an ethnic identity 
without an ethnic population. In a city with many ethnic neighborhoods and a rich history within them, all 
have undergone changes. It would be interesting to look for another example like this also within the city or 
to confirm that Armenia is truly unique. This research at least reveals a little bit more of the immigrant 
dynamics in the global city of São Paulo. There are many other areas for further research, however.  It may 
be possible to investigate the dynamics between the churches in their work for community and identity 
preservation (especially in terms of the distinction made by the Bishop between community and 
collectivity). Also, it would be possible to expand the geographical area of research and look at the 
relationships between the various groups in Bom Retiro. Finally, more changes will undoubtedly occur in 
the neighborhood (as evident in closings and decreasing numbers of students in the churches‘ schools) that 
will impact its identity. It will continue to be a place in motion that, through the future, could be followed 
throughout the coming evolutions in identity.  
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